Director Notes

Revisiting Justiﬁcations for Board Diversity
by Lisa M. Fairfax

Recent empirical data reveals that, despite the increased reliance on economic-based rationales for board diversity, there has been little change in actual board diversity. In recent years,
board diversity advocates have relied on economic-based rationales, in lieu of moral or social
justiﬁcations, to convince Corporate America to increase the number of women and people of
color in the boardroom. This shift away from moral or social justiﬁcations was deliberate and
stemmed from a belief that justiﬁcations centered on the bottom line would garner a better
response. Instead, there has been little change. In light of this relative stagnation, this report
questions whether business justiﬁcations, alone, are sufficient to advance board diversity, and
argues that diversity advocates may need to revisit and acknowledge the role of social and
moral justiﬁcations in the effort to diversify the corporate boardroom.*
There has been considerable focus on board diversity in
recent years.1 Historically, board diversity advocates relied
on moral or social justifications to convince others of its
desirability. However, board diversity advocates have
gravitated more recently toward market or economic-based
rationales—this “business case” relies on the proposition
* This Director Notes is based on “Board Diversity Revisited: New Rationale,
Same Old Story?” by Lisa M. Fairfax, North Carolina Law Review, 89, 2011, pp.
856–885.
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that increased board diversity positively affects corporate
performance. This rhetorical shift away from moral or social
rationales was deliberate and stemmed from a belief that corporate America would not—and, in some cases, could not—
adequately pursue board diversity without sufficient business
justifications.

This report examines the impact of that shift on efforts to
enhance board diversity and observes that the business case
appears to have been ineffective because the increased reliance and focus on economic rationales has not translated into
increased diversity in the boardroom. Instead, the percentage
of women and people of color on boards has been relatively
stagnant, particularly during the last five years. This relative
stagnation has implications for the business case as a tool for
advancing board diversity. The findings suggest that diversity
advocates may have overemphasized the extent to which the
business case can affect board diversity efforts, and simultaneously underemphasized the important role that social and
moral justifications must continue to play in such efforts.

The Rhetorical Shift
The shift away from moral and social rationales reflected
a practical and strategic assessment that the business and
legal community would be more receptive and responsive
to economically oriented justification for board diversity.
This assessment was based on at least three presumptions:
1 Diversity advocates began to believe that historical
rationales based on social or moral grounds had proven
ineffective, and that economic-based rationales would
better appeal to members of the business community.
2 Legal decisions, beginning with the U.S. Supreme Court’s
decision in Regents of the University of California v. Bakke,2
appeared to reflect a growing dissatisfaction with moral
and social justifications, coupled with a burgeoning receptiveness to market-oriented arguments for diversity.3
3 Some came to believe that corporate officers and directors would feel more comfortable pursuing board diversity
if it could be justified in terms of financial or economic
rationales that seemed to be more consistent with their
fiduciary duty to maximize firm value.

The increased reliance on economic and market rationales for board diversity appears to be appealing to
some sectors of the business community. Leaders in the
business and investment community, including Calvert
Group Ltd., California Public Employees’ Retirement
System (CalPERS), the National Association of Corporate
Directors, and The Conference Board, appear to have
embraced the business rationale for diversity. In 2009,
the Council of Institutional Investors amended its board
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See 438 U.S. at pp. 307–08 (plurality opinion.); David B. Wilkins, “From
‘Separate Is Inherently Unequal’ to ‘Diversity is Good for Business’: The
Rise of Market-Based Diversity Arguments and the Fate of the Black
Corporate Bar,” Harvard Law Review, 117, 2004, p. 1548.
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diversity statement to make clear that support for board
diversity was based on its belief that a diverse board “can
enhance corporate financial performance.”4 In explaining
its reasons for adopting a new diversity rule in 2009, the
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) highlighted the fact that many commentators believed there
was a “meaningful relationship between diverse boards and
improved corporate financial performance.”5

Empirical Research on the Business Case
Empirical research on the impact of diversity has produced
mixed results, leading some to more strongly endorse board
diversity and others to question the connection between
diversity and the corporate bottom line.
The positive link between diversity and financial performance
A number of studies have found a positive relationship
between board diversity and improved financial performance, measured in terms of various financial metrics
including returns on equity, returns on sales, and returns
on invested capital.6
In one study, Catalyst, Inc., found that companies with
higher percentages of women directors financially outperformed those with lower percentages by significant margins.7
Catalyst also found stronger-than-average performance at
companies with at least three women directors.8 Another
study revealed that, during a five-year period, the stocks of
companies with significant board diversity outperformed
both the Dow Jones Industrial Average and the NASDAQ
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Council of Institutional Investors press release, “Council Adopts New
Policies and Endorses Principles for Reform of the U.S. System of
Financial Market Regulation,” May 11, 2009 (www.cii.org/UserFiles/
file/press%20release%20on%20new%20policies%2005-11-09.pdf).
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U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission final rule, “Proxy
Disclosure Enhancements,” adopted December 16, 2009, effective
February 28, 2010, Federal Register, 74, No. 245, pp. 68334–68367.
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See, e.g., Niclas L. Erhardt, et al., “Board of Director Diversity and
Firm Financial Performance,” Corporate Governance: International
Review, 11, 2003, p. 102, p. 107 (revealing a positive relationship
between gender, racial, and ethnic board diversity and both return
on investment and return on assets); Kathleen A. Farrell and Phillip
L. Hersch, “Additions to Corporate Boards: The Effect of Gender,”
Journal of Corporate Finance, 11, 2005, p.85–86 (noting a positive
relationship between return on assets and the likelihood of adding
women directors); Lois Joy, et al., “The Bottom Line: Corporate
Performance and Women’s Representation on Boards,” Catalyst,
October 2007, (www.catalyst.org/file/139/bottom%20line%202.pdf)
(finding a positive correlation between corporate performance and
higher percentage of women board directors); Virtcom Consulting,
“Board Diversification Strategy: Realizing Competitive Advantage
and Shareholder Value” 2009, p. 4–5 (www.calpers.ca.gov/eip-docs/
about/press/news/invest-corp/diversification-strategy.pdf).
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100, though they did not outperform the Standard & Poor’s
500 (S&P 500).9 Still another study found a positive relationship between board gender diversity and Tobin’s Q, while
yet another study found a significant positive relationship
between the percentages of women and ethnic minorities on
the board and returns on assets and equity.10

for diversity. When viewed in totality, however, the empirical results provide at least some support for the proposition
that board diversity may lead to increased firm value or
improved corporate governance under certain conditions.

Empirical questions remain Other studies run counter to
these positive findings. One study suggests that there is
a negative correlation between board diversity and firm
value.11 A few others find no link between board diversity
and firm value.12 Then, too, some have criticized studies
demonstrating positive results for their empirical shortcomings.13 One study attempted to test for a causal link
between board diversity and improved financial performance and did not find “any empirical evidence of causation going from board diversity to financial performance,
either positive or negative.”14 To be sure, researchers
acknowledge the difficulties with establishing causation in
this area. For example, it is not clear if better-performing
companies (because of their increased resources, greater
public scrutiny, or more prestige) attract diverse board
candidates, or if diverse board candidates lead to betterperforming companies.15 Nevertheless, these negative or
less conclusive studies raise doubts about the business case

In December 2009, the SEC approved a diversity disclosure
rule that became effective on February 28, 2010.16 The SEC
rule requires corporations to disclose:
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Virtcom, “Board Diversification Strategy,” 2009, p. 10.

10 See David A. Carter, et.al., “Corporate Governance, Board Diversity
and Firm Value,” The Financial Review 38(1), 2003, p. 33. Tobin’s Q
refers to the ratio between the market value of a firm divided by the
replacement cost of its assets.
11 See Renee B. Adams and Daniel Ferriera, “Women in the Boardroom
and their Impact on Governance and Performance,” Journal of
Financial Economy 94, 2009, p. 291, p. 292–293 (finding that female
board members have a positive and significant impact on corporate
governance, but they have a negative impact on firm performance
measured in terms of Tobin’s Q and ROA—though women directors
may have a more positive impact on firm performance in a firm with
weak shareholder rights because women tend to be better monitors).
12 See Farrell and Hersch, “Additions to Corporate Boards,” 2005, p.
86; Caspar Rose, “Does Female Board Representation Influence
Firm Performance? The Danish Evidence,” Corporate Governance:
International Review, 15, 2007, p. 404; Trond Randøy, et al., “A Nordic
Perspective on Corporate Board Diversity,” 2006, pp. 21-24, (www.
nordicinnovation.net/_img/a_nordic_perspective_on_board_
diversity_final_web.pdf) (finding that board diversity in terms of
gender, age, and nationality had no significant impact on stock market
performance or returns on assets within the 500 largest companies in
Denmark, Norway, and Sweden).
13 Adams and Ferreira, “Additions to Corporate Boards,” 2009, pp. 29293.
14 See David A. Carter et al., “The Gender and Ethnic Diversity of US
Boards and Board Committees and Firm Financial Performance,”
Corporate Governance: An International Review, 18, September 2010,
pp. 396, 411.
15 See Lissa Lamkin Broome and Kimberly D. Krawiec, “Signaling Through
Board Diversity: Is Anyone Listening?” University of Cincinnati Law
Review, 77, 2008, p. 431, 433–434.
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The SEC and Diversity Disclosure

•
•

whether a nominating committee considers diversity in
identifying nominees for director, and, if so,
how, a nominating committee considers diversity in identifying
nominees for director.

If the corporation has a diversity policy, the SEC rule
further requires corporations to disclose:

•
•

how the policy is implemented, and
how the effectiveness of the policy is assessed.

Potential benefits of the SEC rule The SEC rule could
increase the number of corporations that adopt diversity
policies. While the SEC insisted that the rule was “not
intended to steer behavior,”17 it also recognized that the
rule could encourage corporations not only to adopt a
diversity policy, but also to conduct broader director
searches that focus on candidates with a wider range of
qualities and characteristics.
The rule also could facilitate the adoption of more effective
diversity policies in at least two ways:
1 Requiring disclosure about a diversity policy’s implementation and effectiveness could incentivize corporations
to adopt policies that yield results. One study found that
the existence of an outlined strategy for implementing a
diversity initiative was an important factor in the overall
success of such an initiative.18 Hence, requiring corporations
to address the effectiveness of their diversity policy could
increase the potential that such a policy will lead to greater
diversity.
2 Enhanced disclosure of policies that yield results not only
could give companies without policies the confidence
needed to adopt their own, but also could enhance overall
diversity policies by providing a public platform for corporations to trade best practices in this area.

16 SEC final rule, “Proxy Disclosure Enhancements,” p. 68334.
17 Ibid., p. 68343.
18 Virtcom, “Board Diversification Strategy,” 2009, p. 16.
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SEC Required Disclosure of How Nominating
Committees Consider Diversity
…[W]e are adopting amendments to Item 407(c) of
Regulation S-K to require disclosure of whether, and if
so how, a nominating committee considers diversity in
identifying nominees for director.119 In addition, if the nominating committee (or the board) has a policy with regard
to the consideration of diversity in identifying director
nominees, disclosure would be required of how this policy
is implemented, as well as how the nominating committee
(or the board) assesses the effectiveness of its policy.
We recognize that companies may define diversity in
various ways, reflecting different perspectives. For
instance, some companies may conceptualize diversity
expansively to include differences of viewpoint, professional experience, education, skill and other individual
qualities and attributes that contribute to board heterogeneity, while others may focus on diversity concepts
such as race, gender and national origin. We believe
that for purposes of this disclosure requirement, companies should be allowed to define diversity in ways
that they consider appropriate. As a result we have not
defined diversity in the amendments.
119

See Item 407(c)(2)(vi) of Regulation S-K. Funds will be subject
to the diversity disclosure requirement of Item 407(c)(2)(vi) of
Regulation S-K under Item 22(b)(15)(ii)(A) of Schedule 14A. See
17 CFR 240.14a-101, Item 22(b)(15)(ii)(A).

Source: SEC final rule, “Proxy Disclosure Enhancements,” adopted December
16, 2009, effective February 28, 2010.

Drawbacks of the SEC rule The diversity rule does have some
shortcomings that could limit its effectiveness. As an initial
matter, the rule does not define diversity, which allows corporations to define diversity in ways they consider appropriate. While a corporation’s definition may include “concepts
such as race, gender and national origin,” it also may include
“differences of viewpoint, professional experience, education, skill and other individual qualities and attributes.”19
While these other characteristics may be relevant to good
corporate governance, their inclusion in the definition of
diversity may significantly undermine the extent to which
the new rule increases the number of women and people of
color on boards. Instead, based on these other criteria, many
boards already may be able to define themselves as diverse.
19 SEC final rule, “Proxy Disclosure Enhancements,” p. 68344.
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The failure to define diversity could limit significantly the
extent to which the SEC’s new rule alters the status quo with
respect to racial and gender diversity on boards.
Another important potential limitation on the rule’s impact is
that it does not require corporations to have a policy related
to diversity, and it may fail to encourage such consideration.
A Calvert study indicated that, in direct response to the SEC
rule, one company that previously had made no disclosure
with respect to diversity specifically stated that it does not
consider diversity in evaluating potential directors.20 It also
is possible that the rule could cause corporations to shy away
from adopting a policy out of concern that they would be
unable to adequately defend its effectiveness. The Calvert
study demonstrated that several corporations altered their
disclosure on board composition to make clear that they do
not have a formal policy on board diversity. A corporation’s
decision not to adopt such a formal policy may be designed
to avoid the added burden of having to defend it. Hence,
the rule may have the unintended consequence of limiting
boards’ willingness to formalize their diversity efforts.
These observations indicate that, while the SEC’s rule
represents an important step toward prompting corporations to diversify their boards, it has shortcomings that may
undermine its ultimate impact on board diversity. These
shortcomings are particularly problematic when considered
in light of the seeming ineffectiveness of the business case
to change board composition.

Diversity by the Numbers
Empirical evidence suggests that the increased reliance on the
business case has not translated into changes in board diversity. Because corporations are not required to report on the
diversity of their directors, statistics in this area are difficult to
obtain and often vary slightly. However, they all highlight the
same troubling reality: despite the increased embrace of the
business case during the past several years, board diversity has
remained relatively unchanged for that same time period.
The empirical data reflects this lack of change. From 2005
to 2007, the percentage of Fortune 1000 corporate boards
with at least one woman only grew by 1 percent, from 84
percent to 85 percent.21 The number of Fortune 1000 companies with at least one person of color on the board grew 2

20 Calvert Asset Management Company Inc., “Corporate Board Diversity
Disclosure Scorecard,” March 2010, p. 6.
21 Korn/Ferry Institute, “34th Annual Board of Directors Study,” 2008,
p. 7, (www.kornferryinstitute.com/files/pdf1/Board_Study07_LoRez_
FINAL.pdf).
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percent, from 76 percent to 78 percent.22 In 2009, 89 percent
of S&P 500 companies had at least one female director, up
from 88 percent in 2004.23 Similarly, 85 percent of the largest 200 S&P 500 boards have at least one person of color,
reflecting no change since 2005.24 Some commentators have
interpreted these statistics as suggesting that representation
of such groups on the corporate board has “hit a barrier.”25
Perhaps more troubling is the relative stagnation in the total
number of board seats held by women and people of color.
Women held 12 percent of S&P 1500 board seats in 2008,
while people of color held 10 percent of such seats. Both
percentages have been unchanged since 2005.26 The story
remains the same with respect to Fortune 500 boards, where
the percentage of women holding such seats has risen only
slightly from 13.6 percent in 2003 to 15.2 percent in 2008.27

Overstating the Business Case
This empirical data runs counter to the expectation regarding
the manner in which an increased reliance on the business case
would impact board diversity. As an explanation, this report
contends that diversity advocates may have overstated the
importance of the business case, while failing to appreciate
the continued relevance of moral and social rationales for
supporting board diversity.
Non-economic rationales embedded in the business case One
possible reason that the business case has proven ineffective may be that there is no “pure” business case for board
diversity. Instead, moral and social rationales are embedded
in the so-called business case. Thus, in describing the business
case for board diversity, researchers and business organizations incorporate non-economic rationales, such as the ability
of diverse candidates to provide legitimacy with internal and
external constituencies, to counteract negative stereotypes, or
to serve as role models, particularly in ways that may enhance

22 Korn/Ferry, “Board of Directors Study,” 2008, p. 7.

the pipeline of available diversity candidates. While each of
these rationales is connected to corporate performance, such
rationales also have social and moral underpinnings. The
fact that market-based and social/moral-based rationales are
intertwined within the business case may explain the difficulties with empirical proof in this area. More important, it
suggests that seeking to advance diversity by reference only
to economic rationales may prove ineffective.
The fragility of the empirical data Generating the empirical
data to support the business case may prove exceedingly difficult, undermining the extent to which some feel confident in
the efficacy of the business case. Mixed empirical data related
to board diversity may be inevitable for at least two reasons.
1 As researchers indicate, shoring up the empirical weaknesses related to diversity may prove intractable because
of the difficulties with collecting data and accurately
pinpointing causation.
2 The evidence in this area may be mixed precisely because
the business case depends upon variables that may or
may not exist within particular corporations. Indeed, one
researcher has noted that board diversity can have positive
effects on financial performance under some conditions
and negative effects under others, causing the empirical
results to cancel out and leave no measurable result.28
Such an observation suggests that the empirical flaws with
the diversity data may be difficult, if not impossible, to
definitively resolve.

Notably, the fragility of empirical data has not undermined implementation of other corporate governance
reforms. For example, while many corporate governance
experts have pinpointed the significant shortcomings in the
empirical evidence related to the benefits of independent
directors,29 there has been near universal endorsement of
independent directors as a cure for accountability, reflected
in various federal rules essentially mandating director
independence for various board committees, as well as
the board itself. Those reforms have been adopted despite
relatively weak or equivocal empirical support.

23 Spencer Stuart, “2009 Spencer Stuart Board Index,” p.17, (http://
content.spencerstuart.com/sswebsite/pdf/lib/SSBI2009.pdf).
24 Spencer Stuart, “2009 Board Index,” p. 18.

28 Carter, et.al, “Corporate Governance,” 2010, p. 411.

25 Korn/Ferry , “Board of Directors Study,” 2007, pp. 4, 6, 7.

29 See Sanjai Bhagat and Bernard Black, “The Non-Correlation Between
Board Independence and Long-Term Firm Performance,”Journal
of Corporation Law, 27, 2002, p. 231; Jeffrey N. Gordon, “The Rise
of Independent Directors in the United States, 1950–2005: Of
Shareholder Value and Stock Market Prices,” Stanford Law Review,
59, 2007, pp. 1465, 1500; Robert A. Prentice and David B. Spence,
“Sarbanes-Oxley as Quack Corporate Governance: How Wise is the
Received Wisdom?” Georgetown Law Journal 95, 2007, pp. 1843,
1864; Usha Rodrigues, “The Fetishization of Independence,” Journal
of Corporation Law, 33, 2008, pp. 447, 455–458.

26 RiskMetrics Group, Inc., “Board Practices: Trends in Board Structure
at S&P 1,500 Companies,” 2008, p. 1 (www.knowledgemosaic.com/
gateway/sec/speech/files_BP2009.pdf).
27 Catalyst, “2003 Catalyst Census of Women Board Directors,” 2003,
p. 1 (www.catalyst.org/file/76/2003%20catalyst%20census%20wbd.
pdf); Catalyst, “2008 Catalyst Census of Women Board Directors of
the Fortune 500,” 2008, p. 1 (www.catalyst.org/file/242/08_census_
wbd_ jan.pdf).
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It appears, however, that the corporate community is
unwilling to engage in such adoption for board diversity.
As a result, rationales for diversity that appear to require
empirical support may prove counterproductive.
The pool problem revisited In the context of corporate boards,
the pool problem refers to the notion that the pool of candidates that satisfy the criteria for serving on corporate boards,
particularly large public corporate boards, is relatively small.
Studies reveal that corporations favor directors who have
executive-level experience, so most directors are either active
or retired executives.30 The number of people of color and
women who fit this profile is relatively small.31 As a result,
corporate focus on this factor creates a pool problem for
diverse director candidates.
The extent to which the pool problem represents a significant hurdle to board diversity may be exaggerated. There are
relatively few legal requirements for board service, and none of
those requirements demand that board members have specific
forms of experience or backgrounds. On the one hand, reforms
that impose heightened responsibilities on boards seem to
demand that boards have more experience with business and
financial matters, prompting corporations to gravitate toward
directors with such experience. On the other hand, there are
many people who have such experience who are not C-level
executives. There are no studies indicating that enhanced board
or corporate performance is linked to ensuring that a majority or a supermajority of board members have executive-level
expertise. However, there are studies revealing that boards or
committees composed of directors with previous managerial
experience may have biases in favor of management that could
undermine their ability to be independent and objective.32 In
this regard, the focus on overpopulating the board with prior
executives may have negative consequences. From this perspective, one may not only question the legitimacy of the overreliance on executives, but also the legitimacy of the pool problem.
As a practical matter, however, the pool problem remains a
significant obstacle for board diversity. Diversity advocates
likely hoped that convincing corporations of board diversity’s
importance to their financial bottom line would motivate them

30 Spencer Stuart, “2009 Board Index,” pp. 12–13; Korn/Ferry, Board of
Directors Study,” 2007, p.18.
31 Lisa M. Fairfax, “The Bottom Line on Board Diversity: A Cost-Benefit
Analysis of the Business Rationales for Diversity on Corporate
Boards,”Wisconsin Law Review, 2005, pp. 795, 816–817.
32 Lucian Bebchuk and Jesse Fried, Pay Without Performance: The
Unfulfilled Promise of Executive Compensation (Boston: Harvard
University Press, 2004), pp. 33–34.
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to address the pool problem by engaging in more aggressive
recruiting efforts or taking steps to expand the pipeline of
available diverse candidates. While some corporations and
organizations have taken such steps, the empirical evidence
suggests that not enough have done so, or that those steps have
not been ineffective.33 The fact that a greater embrace of the
business case may not have translated into more aggressive
efforts to ameliorate the pool problem suggests that the business case has not had its desired effect. Moreover, it raises
concerns about whether appeals to economic impulses can
prompt directors to engage in broader efforts in this area.
Overcoming the pool problem requires corporations to expend
resources in developing a stronger pipeline without proof that
this development will have immediate results. It is likely that
moral or social appeals may prove more effective than those
that speak solely in terms of economics because they do not
require concrete data. In addition, overcoming the pool problem
may require directors to make personal commitments that move
them beyond their comfort zones.34 Characterizing diversity in
market terms may have suggested that such directors need not
move beyond—and may have encouraged directors to remain
in—their comfort zones. By contrast, a moral or social appeal
may better ensure that directors make a personal commitment in
this area. Thus, relying on market or economic terms may have
served to de-personalize the board diversity issue in ways that
were unproductive.
Implicit bias There has been a recent surge of interest in
social science research indicating that even people with
a conscious commitment to equality have “unconscious”
or “implicit” biases that influence their behavior.35 Such
research reveals that implicit bias is not exclusive to a
33 See, e.g., Spencer Stuart, “2009 Board Index,” p. 16 (noting corporations’
tendency to focus on the usual sources in board recruitment).
34 See Stacy Blake-Bear, et al., “Unfinished Business: The Impact of
Race on Understanding Mentoring Relationships,” Harvard Business
School Working Paper No. 06-060, June 2006, p. 12, (www.hbs.edu/
research/pdf/06-060.pdf).
35 See, e.g., Mahzarin R. Banaji, “Implicit Attitudes Can Be Measured,”
in The Nature of Remembering, Henry L. Roediger, III et al. (Eds.)
American Psychological Association, 2001 pp. 117, 136–137;
John Dovidio and Samuel Gaertner, “Aversive Racism,” Advances in
Experimental Social Psychology, 36, 2004, p. 1; Kerry Kawakami et al.,
“Mispredicting Affective and Behavioral Responses to Racism,” Science,
323, January 2009, p. 276; Anthony G. Greenwald and Linda Krieger,
“Implicit Bias: Scientific Foundations,” California Law Review, 94, 2006,
p. 945, 955–960.; Howard Ross, “Proven Strategies for Addressing
Unconscious Bias in the Workplace,” CDO Insights, August 2008, pp.
1, 2 (www.cookross.com/docs/UnconsciousBias.pdf); Eben Harrell,
“Study: Racist Attitudes Are Still Ingrained,” Time, January 8, 2009,
(www.time.com/time/health/article/0,8599,1870408,00.html); Nancy
M. Carter and Christine Silva, “Women in Management: Delusions of
Progress,” Harvard Business Review, March 2010, pp.19–20.
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particular racial group or gender, and all groups have
subconscious biases that impact how they interact with
particular individuals, which helps explain why discrimination
and inequities exist, despite Americans’ clear preference for
equal treatment, and opposition to discrimination.
Some question the link between implicit bias and discriminatory behavior, insisting that studies regarding implicit
bias simply reflect the influence of prejudice, and reach the
overbroad conclusion that “we are all racists at heart.”36
However, critics of studies regarding implicit bias appear
to misunderstand the research in this area. They appear to
associate discriminatory behavior with ill-will by the actor.
Implicit bias research, however, reveals that such behavior
is not motivated by negative intent. Unconscious bias stems,
in large part, from the workings of the brain and the manner in which it stores and processes information through
“schemas” or broad categories. In other words, in the same
way that the brain automatically categorizes a piece of
furniture as a chair and then associates that chair as something to sit on, the brain automatically categorizes different
people and makes associations based on those categories.
With respect to people, the categorizations and associations
are driven by history and social perceptions. Implicit bias
research simply acknowledges this categorization and
the manner in which it influences behavior. Even critics
of implicit bias research acknowledge that such research
clearly demonstrates that people can unconsciously engage
in biased behavior.37
Research also clearly demonstrates the influence of implicit
bias in the workplace.38 Thus, such bias impacts how people
interact with one another, as well as the decisions they make
related to hiring, retention, and promotion. Implicit bias thus
explains the persistence of inequities in the workplace despite
conscious individual and organizational commitments to
non-discrimination and diversity. From this perspective, it
seems likely that such biases influence the board selection
process and efforts to enhance board diversity.

It seems unlikely that market-based appeals can effectively respond to implicit bias. Research indicates that the
most important step toward overcoming implicit bias is to
acknowledge such bias and then actively work to overcome
it through mechanisms that counteract stereotypes and
other misconceptions. Justifications that focus on business rationales do not focus attention on such mechanisms.
Moreover, painting diversity rationales in market terms
may prevent individuals and firms from acknowledging and
grappling with implicit biases because those terms do not
account for the influence of such biases; social and moral
rationales do, and must be incorporated into the board
diversity effort for that effort to be effective. Ultimately,
the fact that moral or social appeals may better respond
to some of the hurdles associated with encouraging board
diversity underscores the importance of those appeals, as
well as the inadvisability of relying solely on the business
case to advance board diversity.

Conclusion
The empirical evidence related to board diversity suggests
that the increased reliance on the business case has not
translated into appreciable gains in board diversity. Instead,
there has been a relative stagnation in board diversity efforts
even as more corporations and regulators appear willing to
rhetorically embrace the business case. This stagnation calls
into question the strategy of supplanting moral and social
rationales in favor of the business case and suggests that,
while the business rationale may play a role in advancing
diversity efforts, moral and social rationales also may be
critical to that advancement. Thus, diversity advocates
should not allow the business case to completely displace
moral appeals, but should instead create a strategy that
effectively incorporates and validates moral and social
justifications.

36 Amy Wax and Philip Tetlock, “We’re All Racists at Heart,” Wall Street
Journal, December 1, 2005, p. A16. See also, Hart Blanton and James
Jaccard, “Unconscious Racism: A Concept in Pursuit of a Measure,”
Annual Review of Sociology, 34, 2008, pp. 277, 284.
37 See Blanton and Jaccard, “Unconscious Racism,” 2008, p. 293.
38 Ross, “Proven Strategies,” 2008, pp. 2, 6–8; Greenwald and Krieger,
“Implicit Bias,” 2006; Carter and Silva, “Women in Management,”
2010, pp. 19–20.
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